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Abstract: The formal specification of a file system for flash memory is the first step
towards its verification. But creating such a formal specification is complex and error-
prone. Visualizing the system state and having an executable version of the specifi-
cation helps to better understand the specified system. In this paper, we present an
approach for simulating and visualizing specifications written in the Abstract State
Machine (ASM) formalism. We extend the ASM execution engine CoreASM to exe-
cute ASMs written using algebraic specifications. Furthermore we develop an Eclipse-
based visualization framework and integrate CoreASM into it. This enables us to cre-
ate different abstract views of the CoreASM system state and allows the user to interact
with the specification in an intuitive way. We apply our techniques to the visualization
of an abstract specification of a flash memory file system and report on our experiences
with CoreASM and Eclipse.

1 Introduction

The popularity of flash memory as storage device has been increasing constantly over the

last years. Flash memory offers a couple of important advantages compared to magnetic

storage: It has no moving parts and is therefore less susceptible to mechanical shock.

Flash memory also offers a better energy efficiency. But there is a downside as well.

Flash memory characteristics are considerably different from those of magnetic storage:

Flash memory cannot be overwritten, but only erased in blocks and erasing should be done

evenly (”wear leveling”) because it wears out the flash cells after approx. 105 erase cycles

due to the high voltage that needs to be applied. These properties imply that standard

file systems cannot be used with flash memory directly. One of the possible solutions for

dealing with these special characteristics is to use a special flash file system (FFS for short)

which is designed to with the specifics of flash memory in mind.

Since flash memory is beginning to be used in safety-critical applications, Joshi and Holz-

mann [JH07] from the NASA JPL proposed in 2007 the verification of a FFS as a project

of Hoare’s Verification Grand Challenge [Hoa03]. Their goal was a verified FFS for use in
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